Scientific Style and Format (6th ed.), a publication of the Council of Biology Editors (CBE), outlines proper
documentation style for writers in many areas of the sciences, and particularly the biological sciences.
CBE bases its standards for documentation on those presented in National Library of Medicine
Recommended Formats for Bibliographic Citation (NLM 1991). In its style manual, CBE offers two
different systems of documentation:

Citation-Sequence System (C-S)
Name-Year System (N-Y)

The Citation-Sequence System of documentation is the more sparing and efficient of CBE's two
styles. In this system, full bibliographic information is given in the References, and citations in the text
are made by way of numbers, which are ordered sequentially throughout the text. These numbers
 correspond with and point to numbered entries in the reference list. CBE notes that the advantages of
using the Citation-Sequence System are that it interrupts the flow of the text minimally and that it
conserves space and paper. The disadvantages, according to CBE, are:

1) readers have to work harder (referring to the References) to know which source is the referent
   for a numeric citation,

2) it is difficult to add in or take out sources from a text in the late stages of publication,

3) since their names are not mentioned in the text, authors receive less recognition than they would
   if another system of documentation were used.

However, regardless of these disadvantages, many professors, editors, and scholars in the sciences
prefer the Citation-Sequence System to any other.

The Name-Year System of documentation is the more descriptive and elaborate of CBE's two styles. In
this system, full bibliographic information is given in the References, and citations in the text consist of
parenthetical notes which include author name(s) and source date(s) corresponding with alphabetically
arranged entries in the reference list. CBE notes the advantages of using the Name-Year System are:

1) citing at least author names and dates (rather than just numbers, as in the Citation-Sequence
   System) within the text provides at least some context for the reader,

2) it is easy to add in or remove sources from a text in the late stages of publication.

The disadvantages, according to CBE, are that numerous citations in this style can be overwhelming and
distracting for readers and that format for reference list entries (and for the reference list itself) is more
complicated than that of the Citation-Sequence System. However, regardless of these disadvantages, the
Name-Year System is the preferred method of documentation for many professors, editors, and scholars
in the sciences.
Citing Sources Within Your Paper (Citations) Citation-Sequence (C-S)

Text citations in the Citation-Sequence system are quite straightforward. Each time material from a source is cited, a superscript number is placed directly after the cited material, much like a footnote or endnote number would be placed:

It has been concluded\(^1\) that...

In this case, the number 1 refers to an entry in the reference list which is assigned the same number. Any time this source is cited in the text, the number 1 will be used. Citations are numbered sequentially throughout the text, and entries in the reference list occur in the order of their first citation in the text.

When citing multiple sources at one point in the text, list all number citations in superscript, placing commas between them. When listing a sequence of more than two consecutive entries in the reference list, cite the first and last numbers of the sequence with a dash between them.

Example: Several studies \(^3, 4, 7, 9-12\) have arrived at this same conclusion...

When citing a source "second-hand" (i.e., a source which is cited in one of the sources you are using), include the phrase "cited in" in the superscript citation.

Example: This process \(^16\) (cited in 17) was instrumental in...

In cases where superscript text is not available, CBE advocates placing citations in parentheses. However, in these situations, it might be necessary to make distinctions between numerical citations and other numerical notes in parentheses.

Example: Our sample group (8 participants) did indeed produce the results we anticipated (4).

Citing Sources Within Your Paper (Citations) Name Year System (N-Y)

The Name-Year System of documentation emphasizes author's last name and date of publication, with page numbers being cited only if a particular part of the source is being cited or if a direct quotation is used. It interacts with the reference list, as each reference to a name of an author or anonymous text made within the paper must point to a reference entry at the end of the paper. In this way, all specific bibliographic information is kept in the reference list, and all information about specific location of quotes, ideas, facts, etc. in the original source is placed in parentheses where it is most relevant within the paper.

General Formats for Reference Citations in Text

When citing sources within the text, it is necessary to know:
1) the last name(s) of the author(s),
2) the year of publication, and, in some cases,
3) the page number(s) where the cited material may be found.
When you cite an entire work (rather than a part of a work), you need to document the last name of the author and the year of publication. (No page numbers are necessary when you are citing a work in its entirety.) The citation format varies according to whether or not the author’s name is mentioned in the sentence, near the citation of the document.

When the document is not cited near the author’s name in the text, both the last name of the author and the date should be cited. The citation is placed in parentheses, and it follows directly the pertinent information that is being cited. When the citation falls at the end of the sentence, the parenthetical note precedes the end punctuation (period). There is no comma between the author’s name and the date.

Example: In a recent study (Niemann 1994)... 

When you mention the author’s name in the sentence, include a parenthetical note directly or closely following the name. In this note, include the year of publication followed by a comma and page number (if a specific piece of information is being quoted or paraphrased).

Example: Anderson (1997) determined that...

When the author’s name is not mentioned in the sentence, near the citation of the document, you must include all three elements (name, date, and page numbers if a specific piece of information is being quoted or paraphrased) in the parentheses, directly following the pertinent material being cited. When the citation falls at the end of the sentence, the parenthetical note precedes the end punctuation (period). There is one comma separating the date and the page number, which is preceded by the abbreviation "p" with no period following.

Example: In one such study (Anderson 1997, p 27)...

About the Reference List

The reference list is properly named "References" or "Cited References," and it includes entries for all sources you have actually cited in your text. If you would like to list other sources that contributed to your writing and thinking (but are not specifically cited in the text), it is best to include these entries in a separate list entitled "Additional References." Sources you wish to list as further reading suggestions for your audience should be included in yet another type of list with a more general name like "Additional Reading" or "Bibliography."

The reference list is located at the end of your paper, and it includes all of the bibliographic details your readers need in order to seek out your sources on their own (i.e., to replicate your research).
# Format of the Reference List

**C-S and N-Y Placement:** The reference list is placed at the end of your paper, directly following the last written portion (not on a separate page of its own).

**C-S and N-Y Title:** The title of your reference list (usually "References," "Cited References," or "Literature Cited") should be set flush with the left margin. (Occasionally this title is centered rather than set flush to the left.) Sometimes the title is set in bold, sometimes it is underlined, and sometimes it appears in all uppercase characters.

**C-S and N-Y Spacing:** All entries should be single-spaced.

**C-S and N-Y Font:** References are normally set in a smaller type size than the rest of the paper.

**C-S Order of Entries:** These entries are listed in numerical (not alphabetical) order, with the numbers referring to numbered citations in the text, in the order in which they first appear.

**N-Y Order of Entries:** These entries are listed in alphabetical (not numerical) order by authors’ last names, with these names referring to citations in the text.

**C-S Indentation:** Conventions for indentation vary slightly from publication to publication. There are three main variations:

1) All lines of an entry set flush with the left margin

2) Numbers (designating the order of entries) set flush with the left margin, and all actual lines in the entry indented slightly,

3) Number and first line of each entry indented, with subsequent lines being set flush with the left margin.

**N-Y Indentation:** Typically, the first line of each entry is set flush with the left margin, and all subsequent lines are indented slightly.
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Format of Entries for Particular Types of Sources

BOOKS

General Formats
The bibliographic elements, their sequence, punctuation, and spacing for most references to a book are as follows.

C-S  Author(s) [or editor(s)]. Title. Place of publication: publisher name; Year. Number of pages.

N-Y  Author(s) [or editor(s)]. Year. Title. Place of publication: publisher name. Number of pages.

Examples of Formats

Books with Authors


[Note: In the C-S system, the form of citation is always the superscript number of the reference.]

Form of Citation: (Voet and Voet 1990)

Books with Editors


Form of Citation: (Gilman and others 1990)

Book with Full Names for Authors or Editors


Form of Citation: (Voet and Voet 1990)

Form of Citation: (Gilman and others 1990)
Organization as Author; Note as Series Statement


Form of Citation: (ASTM 1976)

Form of Citation: (ISO 1979)

SCHOLARLY OR PROFESSIONAL JOURNAL ARTICLES

General Formats
The bibliographic elements, their sequence, punctuation, and spacing for most references to journal articles are as follows.

C-S  Author(s). Article title. Journal title year month;volume number(issue number):inclusive pages.


Examples of Formats

Standard Journal Article


[Note that in the C-S system, the form of the citation is always the superscripted number of the reference, which is the number representing the sequence in which the reference was first cited.]

Form of Citation: (You and others 1980) [or] (You et al. 1980)

Form of Citation: (Steiner and others 1992)

[or]


NEWSPAPER AND MAGAZINE ARTICLES

General Formats
Reference to newspapers and magazines (non-scholarly periodicals) include the same general information as journal-article references but refer to specific details of newspaper or magazine style and format.

C-S  Author(s). Article title. Newspaper title and date of publication;section designator:page number(column number).

C-S  Author(s). Article title. Magazine title and date of publication:page numbers.

N-Y  Author(s). Date of publication. Article title. Newspaper title;section designator:page number(column number).

N-Y  Author(s). Date of publication. Article title. Magazine title:page numbers.

Examples of Formats

Signed Newspaper Article

C-S  Rensberger B, Specter B. CFCs may be destroyed by natural process. Washington Post 1989 Aug 7;Sect A:2(col 5).


Form of Citation: (Rensberger and Specter 1989)

Unsigned Newspaper Article


Form of Citation: (Anonymous 1990)

Magazine Article

C-S  Lu C. A small revelation: Newton has arrived at long last. Macworld 1993 Sep:102-6.


Form of Citation: (Lu 1993)
CONFERENCE PUBLICATIONS: PROCEEDINGS

General Formats
References to entire proceedings should include the following information with this sequence, punctuation, and spacing.

C-S  Editor(s). Title of publication or conference. Name of conference (if not the 2nd element); inclusive dates of conference; place of conference. Place of publication: publisher; date of publication. Total number of pages.

N-Y  Editor(s). Date of publication. Title of publication or conference. Name of conference (if not the 2nd element); inclusive dates of conference; place of conference. Place of publication: publisher. Total number of pages.

Examples of Formats

Proceedings with Title Different from Conference Name


Form of Citation: (Vivian 1985)

Proceedings Without Separate Title


Form of Citation: (Ferguson and Sommer 1986)

Proceedings Without Editor


Form of Citation: (Anonymous 1989)
General Formats
Most of the references for reports are similar in content and style to those for books, but additional information is likely to be needed for adequate identification.

C-S Author(s) (performing organization). Title. Place of publication: publisher or sponsoring organization; date of publication. Report number. Contract number. Total number of pages. Availability statement.

N-Y Author(s) (performing organization). Date of publication. Title. Place of publication: publisher or sponsoring organization. Report number. Contract number. Total number of pages. Availability statement.

Examples of Formats

US Government Report with Separate Performing Organization


Form of Citation: (Cooper 1990)

US Government Report Without Separate Performing Organization


Form of Citation: (NIH 1988)

Non-government Report


Form of Citation: (JHU 1979)
LEGAL, GOVERNMENT, AND AGENCY DOCUMENTS

Cases

[The abbreviation "F. Suppl." stands for Federal Supplement.]

Willis v. Thomas, 600 P.2d 1079, 1083 (Alaska 1979)
[The abbreviation "P.2d" stand for Pacific Reporter.]

Statutes


A US Senate Bill, Un-enacted

S. 2830, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. § 8 (1980)
Form of Citation: (S. 2830, 1980)

An Enacted State (Utah) Joint Resolution

Form of Citation: (H.R.J. Res. 1, 1974)

A US Senate Hearing

Form of Citation: (Toxic Substances Control Act 1975)

AUDIOVISUAL PUBLICATIONS AND MATERIALS

General Formats

For the citation-sequence system, the format differs from formats for journal articles and books by having the title as the 1st field.

C-S

Title [type of medium]. Author(s) or editor(s) or any combination of these. Producer (if corporate and different from publisher). Place of publication: publisher; date of publication. Physical description. (Series statement if available). Accompanying material. Availability statement.

N-Y

Author(s) or editor(s) or any combination of these. Date of publication. Title [type of medium]. Producer (if corporate and different from publisher). Place of publication: publisher. Physical description. Series statement (if available). Accompanying material. Availability statement.

Examples of Formats

Audiocassette

C-S

Topics in clinical microbiology [audiocassette]. Clark R and others, editors; American Society for Microbiology, producers. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins; 1976. 24 audiocassettes: 2-track, 480 min. Accompanied by: 120 color slides, 2 x 2 in; 1 guide.

N-Y

Clark R and others, editors. 1976. Topics in clinical microbiology [audiocassette]. American Society for Microbiology, producers. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins. 24 audiocassettes: 2-track, 480 min. Accompanied by: 120 color slides, 2 x 2 in; 1 guide.

Form of Citation: (Clark and others 1976)
**Videocassette**


Form of Citation: (Wood 1989)

**DISSERTATIONS, THESES, AND THEIR PARTS**

**General Format**

References to dissertations, theses, and similar academic documents follow the general format as references to books but with some other specific elements.

C-S  Author. Title [type of publication]. Place of institution: institution granting the degree; date of degree. Total number of pages. Availability statement.

N-Y  Author. Date of degree. Title [type of publication]. Place of institution: institution granting the degree. Total number of pages. Availability statement.

**Examples of Formats**


Form of citation: (Ritzmann 1974)

**Type of Publication**

The type of publication is specified within square brackets at the end of the title. In some instances an indication of the degree level may be needed.

[dissertation]  [DPhil thesis]  [MSc thesis]
ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS

General Formats
The format recommended by the NLM for references to electronic-journal articles is like that for print-journal articles.

C-S Author(s). Title of article. Abbreviated journal title [type of medium] date of publication; volume number(issue number):pagination. Availability statement. [Date of accession if needed].

N-Y Author(s). Date of publication. Title of article. Abbreviated journal title [type of medium]; volume number(issue number):pagination. Availability statement. [Date of accession if needed].

Examples of Formats

Electronic-Journal Articles


Form of Citation: (Cisler 1990)

C-S Harrison CL, Schmidt PQ, Jones JD. Aspirin compared with acetoaminophen for relief of headache.  Online J Therap [serial online] 1992 Jan 2;Doc nr 1:[4320 words; 10 paragraphs]. 5 figures; 10 tables.


Format of Citation: (Harrison and others 1992)

ELECTRONIC BOOKS (MONOGRAPHS)

General Formats
The general formats are like those for books and parts of books.

Examples of Formats

Electronic Books (Monographs)


Form of Citation: (PSGB 1989)